DECK SCRUB • VEHICLE WASH • CORNER • SPECIALTY

A. Bi-Level Deck Scrub
Plastic block resists splitting and delaminating. Flagged synthetic fibers help
avoid scratching. Split-brush shape has straight and angled bristles. For wet
scrubbing in open areas and under equipment. Long-lasting blue polypropylene
fibers resist stains. 10-in. plastic block with threaded handle hole.
RCP 6337 BLU

A

Each

B. Wash Brush
2 3⁄4 -in. wide x 10-in. long plastic block resists splitting and delaminating. Rubber
bumper protects truck finish. Can be used with flow-through handle (sold
separately). Solvent-resistant green bristles. 2 3⁄8 -in. trim.
RCP 9B72 GRE

B

Each

C. Iron Handle Scrub Brush

C

Hand-held scrub brush with molded handle eases the work of scrubbing tile
floors, baseboards, countertops and walls. Long-lasting blue polypropylene fill
resists stains. Durable yellow plastic block. 6-in. overall length.
RCP 6482 COB

Each

D. Dual Surface® Scrub

D

Dual-angled shape features side bristles for efficient scrubbing of baseboards
and corners without changing tools. Crimped yellow polypropylene bristles
provide liquid-holding ability under machines, fixed equipment or in wide open
areas. 10-in. foam plastic block with threaded handle hole.
BWK 3410

E

Each

DECK BRUSHES
1-in. thick x 27⁄8 -in. wide hardwood block has tapered and threaded handle holes.
2-in. trim. 10-in. block. Handles sold separately.

E. Palmyra Fiber

F

Stiff palmyra fiber is perfect for scrubbing rough surfaces, etching floors or
acid-cleaning of buildings.
BWK 3110

Each

G

F. Cream-Colored Polypropylene
Long-lasting, crimped polypropylene bristles hold solution well. For generalpurpose scrubbing. Not affected by solvents or acids.
BWK 3310

Each

G. White Tampico
Medium-stiff natural fiber resists heat and chemicals.
BWK 3210

H

Each

VEHICLE BRUSHES
2 1⁄2 -in. trim. Handles sold separately.

H. Polystyrene Vehicle Brush

I

2 1⁄2 -in. wide x 10-in. long flow-through plastic block with threaded and tapered
handle holes. Vinyl bumper protects vehicle finishes. Black and white selfflagged polystyrene bristles.
BWK 8410

J

Each

15-LG-AN

Popular brush with 3 1⁄4 -in. wide x 10-in. long dual-angle foam block. Five-hole,
fountain-style design accommodates flow-through or standard threaded handle.
Black and white flagged polystyrene bristles.
BWK 8420

Each

J. SmartColor Swivel Corner Brush
Ideal for the removal of heavy dirt buildup in corners, walls, floors and grout
lines. Durable, PET bristles are angled to a point for superior scrubbing in
corners. Pivoting, low-profile head is easy to maneuver, helps reduce bending
and overreaching, and prevents lower back injuries. Neutral Gray. Use
SmartColor Decal Kit (incl.) to customize brush for designated areas or tasks.
8 3⁄4 -in. wide acme threaded socket (handle sold separately).
UNG CB20G

Prices are subject to change.
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I. Dual-Surface Vehicle Brush

Each
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